
A REPORT ON AN OUTREACH PROGRAMME CONDUCTED IN COLLABORATION WITH CLEAR 

SPRING’S SCHOOL, SHILLONG. 

 

 The Department of BCA successfully conducted an outreach event for students of Class 9 

and 10 of the Clear Spring’s School, Shillong. The idea for the outreach was that although 

computers have become common in today’s day and age where technology has seeped into many 

peoples daily lives, there still is a digital divide in the society between the haves and the have nots. 

Unfortunately a fair section still does not have easy access to computers, even for learning 

purposes. Therefore as a department we felt it our responsibility to distribute the knowledge of 

computers among the less privileged.  

              With this thought in mind, the outreach event was held on Wednesday, 5th of April, 2023 

from 9:30 AM to 11:30 AM. Miss Reema Joshi coordinated with the school Principal to facilitate a 

smooth conduct of the programme. A team of 23 students from the school visited the department, 

accompanied by 2 teachers. The session began with a welcome address by the Head of 

Department, Miss Sarmistha Deb along with a brief interaction among the department teachers 

along with the Dean and the invitees. The Dean invoked God’s Blessings upon the endeavour with 

a Prayer, after which 3 students, Harvester Byrsat (6th sem), Meenakshi Barik (6th sem) and 

Lapyndapbiang Kharumnuid (4th sem) took charge as instructors to conduct the session. Three 

modules were taken up by them, namely, 

1. Introduction to computers 

2. Windows environment and the paint software 

3. Microsoft Word 

 

   A group of 10 volunteers (4th and 6th sem students) were present for the session to help 

students do the practical exercises that were being taught by the instructor.  

The students actively participated and were sincere yet excited as the session progressed, with 

many of them coming up with beautiful works of art on paint or well created documents. The 

students including the accompanying teachers shared that they have minimal exposure to computer 

usage and basic utilities in the system were also unknown to them. To make learning more fun, the 

teachers asked questions and chocolates were awarded to the one who gave the correct response.  

The session concluded with a vote of thanks proposed by Miss Rajni Khyriem, followed by 

refreshments for all. 

Attendance as well as feedback of the students was recorded.  

All students who contributed in the event as instructors/volunteers will be provided with 

certificates. 

The following are the photographs, attendance and feedback as shared during the 

programme: 

 

1. Photographs 

 

 

 



 
 

2. Student Attendance 

1. Student Attendance 

 



 
 

 

3. Feedback on the programme 

 



 
 

 


